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I really enjoyed the start of the HRT series with its ongoing action on the trail of domestic terrorists

and some really hot romance.Marked â€“ the story of Jake and Rachel was so good as two friends

who were always attracted to each other but timing never worked out but as Rachel finds herself

targeted by a terrorist all because of her job, there is only one man she trusts to investigate and find

out if sheâ€™s paranoid or not. There was a lot of action and some good suspense in this novel and

I liked how there really was no great tension between Rachel and Jake, just two people who decide

they want to be together and never waiver from this.Targeted â€“ after being introduced to Celida

and Tuck in book 1 they are now the stars of book 2. Once again there is a background story of

domestic terrorism being investigated and once again we have two characters who have been

friends for years fighting an attraction for each other until the realities of their job and the dangers

they live with rear their head so they donâ€™t want to waste any more time.Hunted â€“ I really liked

the evolution of Clay and Zoeâ€™s relationship. Unlike the first two books where there had been this



foundation of friendship Zoe and Clay meet as Zoe is Tuckâ€™s cousin however Clay is very closed

off because of his ex-wife and so despite an attraction nothing happens between them until Clay

and the team head to Zoeâ€™s town of New Orleans for a conference, and wow when Clayâ€™s

walls come down these two are hot together! Unlike other novels there isnâ€™t the underlying

terrorist threat and instead the action and danger comes from Zoeâ€™s part-time job at a

womanâ€™s shelter but still the action and suspense is the same as the others so another great

book for the series.

The characters in the series are all very well developed. Sometimes in a series, you can run into the

same old things with characters, but Cross does a fantastic job of creating different, unique, layered

characters in each of her books. The plots are original to each book as well, which I thoroughly

enjoyed. The intimate scenes fit each of the characters perfectly and are well placed in the stories.

Each one brings out the heat whether it is slow and sweet or hot and heavy. They are tailored so

well to each story and plot that you never know what is going to happen or when. Each book is set

up nicely to introduce the next one. I love it when we get a glimpse of what is to come from the

characters.Cross is a fabulous storyteller, too. She knows just how much detail to give you during

each operation the team is tasked to keep you in the thick of the action but not so much that you get

a little lost and drift away from the scene. It is a great balance. If you are fan of romantic suspense, I

very highly recommend you give this series a try. You will be glad you did.

MARKED... 4 STARS.. Rachel works for an architect. Some of her USBs are taken and they contain

building plans. When she recognizes one of her brothers friends as a terrorist on the FBIs most

wanted. She reaches out to Jake, an agent for NSA and he is more than happy to help. Then her

brother is kidnapped and they want the building plans in exchange for her brother. I'll be honest it

just couldn't hold my attention for some reason. You have sex, terrorists, and hunky military

men.TARGETED..5 STARS... Celida and Tuck were partners for two years in the FBI. He went on

to the HRT and now he is after her for a relationship. Celida doesn't do them but she's willing to try

for him. There is a crazy bomber setting bombs off in the city and they are racing to find his next

target. Full of suspense, hot sex, and muscular guys. HUNTED..5 STARS.... Clay has been burned

by his ex wife and it has left him jaded. But something about his leaders cousin makes him want to

try for more than a one night stand. Zoe knows Clay doesn't trust his judgment about women but

wants to show him not all are like his ex. When Zoe is kidnapped, Clay is afraid he'll never get to tell

her how he feels. So now it's a race to find her before it's too late. Full of suspense, edge of your



seat action, and hot muscled men.

Three stories about special guys meeting the one goal not only bringing them to their knees but

lifting them back up. A taste of both perspectives and a well written read. Heart pounding, non stop

action and exciting books for all.

The caricatures are well developed and likable. I recommend this book if you like lots of romance

and sex. It could have had a little less of the sex and more action for my taste but overall the books

are worth reading

I believed my deceased husband and I had explored all intimate options, but this series has given

me a new ideas....even if I have to grab for "toys"! LOL! Love has no limits.Kayla knows all the right

moves....and knows how to stop a heartbeat when danger lurks.Thanks for another terrific,

terrorizing series!!

Don't hesitate, fast moving, action packed, exciting plot lines. I couldn't read these fast enough! The

romance is as intense as the plot action. I have read the series multiple times. An Excellent series.

You won't regret reading ALL of Kaylea Cross's books.
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